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The company’s most recent IAM effort is Asgardeo, a cloud-based identity-as-a-service 
offering meant to compete with similar products from the likes of Okta, ForgeRock and Ping 
Identity, as well as to bolster WSO2’s attempts to tap into the developer community.
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Introduction
WSO2 has historically offered a variety of open source tools, initially focused on web services and later spanning 
application integration and middleware, API management, analytics, IoT, and IAM. At the time of our last report 
on the company, WSO2 had introduced a new programming language, Ballerina, intended to provide easier 
application integration in the ‘hyper-distributed’ world (which now includes containers, serverless functions and 
microservices), as well as an alternative to low-code/no-code app development offerings. Since then, WSO2 has 
more fully embraced the low-code/no-code movement in an effort to more effectively target the app developer 
community and DevOps initiatives, and added a cloud-native architecture.

On the IAM side of the house, WSO2’s most recent effort is Asgardeo, a cloud-based identity-as-a-service (IDaaS) 
offering intended to compete with similar products from the likes of Okta (Auth0), ForgeRock and Ping Identity 
– particularly around customer IAM (CIAM) initiatives – and further bolster WSO2’s attempts to tap into the 
developer community. The goal is to make it straightforward for developers to embed CIAM into new apps with 
minimal security training – what it calls ‘security as code.’

THE TAKE

As we noted in a recent report on Akeyless, component technologies like containers, microservices 
and serverless functions are becoming staples of the modern compute fabric, and as such, developers 
must ‘shift left’ and address security earlier in the development process. With its new focus on low-
code/no-code application development processes, WSO2 sees IAM as a component of a broader app 
development and management platform approach, and is looking to apply the shift-left notion beyond 
secrets management and privileged access management (PAM) to the IAM market more broadly, 
especially within CIAM opportunities. The market opportunity is ripe, although WSO2 is a bit late to 
the party. Its challenge will be to carve out some opportunities in a market niche that will be hotly 
contested by larger vendors that have greater market awareness and provide extensive workforce 
identity offerings in IGA and PAM, in addition to CIAM – although CIAM may present a greater growth 
opportunity in the near term. WSO2 could also look to tap into the adjacent identity verification market.

Context
WSO2 was founded in 2005 by IBM veterans Paul Fremantle and Sanjiva Weerawarana as an open source 
alternative middleware platform. Weerawarana is a noted expert in open source software architectures and is 
an elected member of the Apache Software Foundation. The WSO2 corporate moniker is loosely related to the 
notion of adding ‘oxygen to Web services,’ and a nod to the company’s original focus on open source Web services. 
Today, WSO2 has offices in Santa Clara, California (HQ); New York; London; Colombo, Sri Lanka; São Paulo; Berlin; 
Dubai; and Sydney. When we first wrote about WSO2 in 2014, the company had over 300 employees, with current 
headcount now over 900 global staff. The company has taken in over $130m in investment funding from Cisco, 
Goldman Sachs, Intel Capital and Toba Capital, the most recent a $90m series E round led by Goldman Sachs in 
late 2021. Prior investor Tyler Jewell from Toba Capital served as CEO from 2017 to 2019. Toba Capital founder 
and former Quest Software chairman and CEO Vinny Smith sits on WSO2’s board.
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Products
The company’s flagship IAM offering is Identity Server, which has functionality for access management 
(federation, single sign-on [SSO], authorization), identity governance and administration (IGA; primarily inbound 
and outbound user provisioning) and identity analytics. The company claims that roughly three-fourths of its 
IAM revenue has been derived from mainly customer-facing projects in CIAM, with the remainder supporting 
workforce-driven IAM.

WSO2’s most recent product, Asgardeo, is an IDaaS offering that spans access management, SSO, adaptive and 
multi-factor authentication, federation, authorization and provisioning. Asgardeo effectively includes most of the 
same features and functionality included in the on-premises product, Identity Server, but packaged in a cloud-
native, developer-focused IAM platform offering. As part of its efforts to provide security as code by enabling 
developers to easily include WSO2 in their apps as they build, Asgardeo has a new developer-focused user 
interface that includes SDKs for JavaScript, React, Angular, DotNet, Python, ReactNative and Android to integrate 
with existing apps, along with plug-ins for independent developer environments (IDEs) such as VS Code.

Asgardeo also has workflows and templates for common login and authentication use cases, as well as portals 
for developers to onboard applications and manage policies and settings. Users can access a self-service portal 
to manage and reset passwords. Asgardeo will also have connectors available via the marketplace to help 
integration with other apps for CRM, marketing, anti-fraud systems and analytics. Asgardeo also lets companies 
specify identity-based policies and standards to help shorten build times and simplify application security 
review processes, while allowing developers to continue to work in their preferred development environments. 
Customers also have a number of branding options including on customer-facing user interfaces, self-care 
portals, email templates and URLs.

Strategy
WSO2 has followed an open source pricing model, and has always priced per server instance, not per user, which 
can be attractive for firms with large user bases. Annual subscriptions include 24/7 support and licenses for 
WSO2 updates that are pushed out automatically to all customers. IAM services have historically been sold 
as part of larger IT projects, but in recent years, customers have purchased Identity Server as a stand-alone 
product. That said, much of WSO2’s IAM value proposition has been the tight integration with its other products, 
all of which have the same core application run time.

With the addition of Asgardeo, WSO2 now addresses IAM use cases for B2C (Customers, CIAM), B2B (partners 
and third parties) and B2E (employees/workforce). In terms of market focus, WSO2 has mainly focused on large 
global organizations with complex hybrid architectures, which has led to some very large deployments with 
telcos and federal governments but moving forward WSO2 will target SMBs with Asgardeo. Asgardeo will offer 
pricing based on monthly active users (MAUs), which should help lower adoption barriers for its target market of 
startups and SMBs.
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Competition
For its traditional on-premises Identity Server offering, WSO2 competed with the likes of CA (now Broadcom), 
IBM, Novell/Hewlett Packard Enterprise (now part of Micro Focus) and Oracle, particularly for entitlement 
management, as well as potentially fellow open source provider ForgeRock and Ping Identity.

Asgardeo’s IDaaS capabilities will be most directly competitive with Okta, Microsoft, One Identity (via the 
OneLogin purchase) and Ping Identity. However, given its CIAM focus, the vendors that WSO2 will encounter 
most directly include Auth0 (recently purchased by Okta for $6.5bn), newly public open source IAM pioneer and 
CIAM contender ForgeRock and Ping Identity, which entered the CIAM market via the UnboundID purchase. 
Okta’s Auth0 unit has been the most active in targeting the developer community and is likely to be WSO2’s 
clearest rival with its shift toward addressing the low-code/no-code app development movement, particularly 
with Asgardeo. Ping Identity also obtained API security capabilities via the Elastic Beam acquisition that could 
compete with WSO2’s API management offerings, while Ping’s recent purchase of Singular Key should also allow 
Ping to tap into the no-code movement that WSO2 is now targeting. In addition to those vendors, WSO2 could 
face a list of contenders that also includes IBM, One Identity (via the recent purchase of OneLogin), SAP (via 
Gigya) and Akamai (via the Janrain buy).

In the IGA segment specifically, WSO2 overlaps with SailPoint and Saviynt, as well as Avatier, HID Global, Omada 
and Fischer International, primarily for user provisioning, but less so with emerging cloud-based IGA vendors 
like Clear Skye or ZertID that are mainly focused on the ServiceNow ecosystem. It’s worth noting that much of 
the IGA market is focused on workforce identity, and since WSO2 is more CIAM-focused, it doesn’t offer some 
IGA functionality like segregation of duties (SoD) or user access requests (UARs). In fact, WSO2 claims some 
customers will deploy Identity Server or Asgardeo alongside offerings from SailPoint or Saviynt.

To the extent that WSO2 provides support for heterogeneous identity stores, the company could conceptually be 
viewed as an alternative to identity unification provider Radiant Logic, although we are not aware that the two 
companies compete directly in the field.

SWOT Analysis

STRENGTHS
WSO2 has credibility as a leading open source 
software provider, tight product integrations with 
other IT offerings in its product set, ease of use for 
developers with SDKs, plug-ins and best practice 
templates. It has an established CIAM installed 
base of over 1,000 global deployments, ranging 
from midmarket to large enterprises.

WEAKNESSES
WSO2 is a bit late to the IDaaS/CIAM party. Some 
of its IAM peers also have broader offerings in PAM 
and IGA. WSO2 has less market awareness than 
many of its larger peers.

OPPORTUNITIES
We see the movement to ‘shift left’ and tap into 
development cycles earlier in the app creation 
process as a promising trend in security and may 
present a significant growth opportunity. WSO2 
could also look to tap into the adjacent identity 
verification market.

THREATS
WSO2 faces specialist vendors in each of its core 
AM, CIAM and IGA markets, as well as IAM platform 
players with significantly greater market traction.
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